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英 文 
B  1. The way of reasoning where by people do conclusions by logical inference from given premises is  

  A                   B                C                D 
called the deductive method. 

D  2. Gorillas are quiet animals,         they are able to make about twenty different sounds. 
(A) how  (B) in spite of  (C) because of  (D) even though 

A  3. From 1946 to 1949,         William Henry Hastie served as governor of the Virgin Island. 
(A) the lawyer  (B) he was the lawyer  (C) the lawyer who  (D) was the lawyer 

A  4. In 1961 the entertainer Chubby Checker introduced a _______ to New York’s rock’n’roll fans. 
(A) new dance, the twist  (B) twist, was the new dance   
(C) twist, the new dance that  (D) new dance is the twist 

D  5. Although pecans are most plentiful in the southeastern part of the United States, they are found  
_______ Ohio and Illinois. 

(A) far north  (B) north as far  (C) farthest north  (D) as far north as 
B  6. _______ of caffeine can result in restlessness, insomnia, and even delirium. 

(A) Consuming in excess  (B) Excessive consumption 
(C) To consume excessively  (D) The consumption excessive 

B  7. Considered one of the leading poets in America today, _______. 
(A) a number of books and plays have also been written by Sonia Sanchez 
(B) Sonia Sanchez has also written a number of books and plays 
(C) a number of Sonia Sanchez’ books and play have been written 
(D) there have been a number of books and plays written by Sonia Sanchez 

C  8.         by transferring the blame to other is often called scapegoating. 
(A) Eliminate problems  (B) The eliminated problems   
(C) Eliminating problems  (D) Problems are eliminated 

C  9. Quasars         emitting extremely intense radio waves and visible radiation. 
(A) starlike objects are  (B) starlike, they are objects   
(C) are starlike objects  (D) are they starlike objects 

C 10. The typical Georgian-style house is rectangular in shape, at less two stories high, and designed  
  A                          B               C       D 

around a central stairway. 
D 11. How many people realize that agriculture is a source of raw materials for clothing and to shelter? 

     A                   B          C                    D 
B 12. Mammals lose body heat to them environment in cold weather more quickly than in hot weather. 

  A             B                C               D 
C 13. Mahogany is often considered the finest cabinet wood because they has most of the qualities    

  A                      B          C 
desired for furniture making. 
D 

A 14. Calcium, the most abundantly mineral in the body, works with phosphorus in maintaining bones  
 A               B         C                   D 

and teeth. 
B 15. A hologram is a pattern usually made on film in that can create a tree-dimensional image of a scene. 

                    A              B         C                    D  
B 16. The general sales tax has been a major source of income for state governments, much of which  
                         A                                            B 

derive more than half of their budgets from it. 
               C               D 

A 17. Principal known for his dictionary, Noah Webster was also the first epidemiologist in the United  
        A             B    C                    D 

States. 
A 18. Interest with major social events led to a period of growth in journalism after 1945. 

      A                   B               C              D 
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D 19. If laid out in a straight line, the human digestive tract would measure approximately thirty         
     A   B                                           C 

foot in length. 
     D 

A 20. Each trade has its own special implements designed for the trade’s special requirements. 
(A) tools  (B) measurements  (C) people  (D) education 

A 21. Anna was afraid the old woman’s prophecy about her having a car accident would come true. 
(A) prediction  (B) information  (C) dream  (D) idea 

B 22. Stan was a specious man, acting friendly to his boss, but really plotting behind his bank. 
(A) encouraging  (B) deceptive  (C) artistic  (D) enthusiastic 

C 23. Friction between the two brothers at the party made us all feel uncomfortable. 
(A) drunkenness  (B) ambiguity  (C) animosity  (D) friendship 

B 24. Philosophers enjoy meditating on problems that seem to have no answers. 
(A) talking  (B) musing  (C) forgetting  (D) writing 

C 25. It was a long struggle for her to overcome the nadir of her abusive childhood. 
(A) period  (B) climax  (C) depths  (D) memory 

B 26. Wanda is a vivacious woman who enjoys outdoor activities. 
(A) reserved  (B) animated  (C) intelligent  (D) important 

D 27. Shakespeare’s plays are full of soliloquies which reveal characters’ thoughts. 
(A) performances  (B) rehearsals  (C) verses  (D) monologues 

A 28. The regal giant redwood tree forests in California have impressed millions of visitors. 
(A) majestic  (B) minute  (C) unique  (D) ancient 

A 29. When the musical festival opened, a deluge of fans rushed to the stage where the musicians would 
perform. 

(A) flood  (B) trickle  (C) breeze  (D) smattering 
C 30. Not a crumb of cake had been left over from Tom’s birthday party. 

(A) smell  (B) recipe  (C) bit  (D) sound 
A 31. The government has pledged to give more money to centers for drug rehabilitation. 

(A) recovery  (B) analysis  (C) prosecution  (D) intervention  
B 32. If students score highly on an achievement test, it will exempt them from beginners level English. 

(A) require  (B) excuse  (C) evaluate  (D) monitor 
A 33. He was not shot, but the bullet did graze his arm. 

(A) abrade  (B) near  (C) leave  (D) break 
A 34. This car’s engine gets optimal gas mileage when driving on the highway. 

(A) best  (B) normal  (C) unquestioned  (D) formal 
A 35. The ability to swim is a prerequisite for learning to scuba dive. 

(A) requirement  (B) option  (C) nicety  (D) motion 
C 36. The government tried to appease the revolutionary peasants by guaranteeing local elections. 

(A) oppose  (B) betray  (C) placate  (D) organize 
A 37. Tattoos are often a kind of badge for Mafia members in Asia. 

(A) insignia  (B) artform  (C) hindrance  (D) negotiation 
B 38. To people of the ancient world, it seemed an irrefutable fact that the earth was flat. 

(A) superstitious  (B) undeniable  (C) reasonable  (D) uninteresting  
C 39. Don is working two jobs to secure enough money to study abroad. 

(A) find  (B) spend  (C) acquire  (D) modify 
A 40. The children were exhausted but happy after their frolic in the ocean surf. 

(A) fun and games  (B) trials and tribulations  (C) ups and downs  (D) hits and misses 
C 41. Content people often understand the importance of balancing the secular and the spiritual aspects in 

their lives. 
(A) heavenly  (B) scientific  (C) earthly  (D) busy 

A 42. The automobile industry is hoping a bilateral trade agreement can be reached between Japan and 
the United States. 

(A) two-sided  (B) one-party  (C) multifaceted  (D) polyglot 
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B 43. When spring comes, the frozen mountain streams slowly begin to thaw. 
(A) solidify  (B) melt  (C) flood  (D) evaporate 

C 44. This artist’s juxtaposition of dark colors and light colors in his paintings creates an interesting 
effect. 

(A) omission  (B) restriction  (C) adjacency  (D) interdependency 
B 45. Farmers support that politician because of his allegiance to farmer’s group and support of 

agricultural issues. 
(A) curiosity  (B) loyalty  (C) investment  (D) understanding 

B 46. Protesters held a vociferous rally in front of the power company to protest against an increase in 
electricity rates. 

(A) delicate  (B) clamorous  (C) nominal  (D) unplanned 
A 47. There are several nice parks in the vicinity of the university. 

(A) neighborhood  (B) union  (C) presence  (D) inside 
C 48. ______, Mary Ann Davis has also written many novels and plays. 

(A) One of the most famous female poets is considered 
(B) By considering of one of the most famous female poets 
(C) Considered one of the most famous female poets 
(D) Has considered one of the most famous female poets 

D 49. Rasputin ______ responsible for many of the ill-fated events that occurred during the reign of Czar 
Nicholas II in Russia. 

(A) believed to be  (B) they believed him to be   
(C) was believing to be  (D) was believed to have been 

D 50. People in this remote town have trusted their mayor, _______. 
(A) by knowing that he is an honest and upright citizen 
(B) who knows that he is an honest and upright citizen 
(C) is known that he is an honest and upright citizen 
(D) knowing that he is an honest and upright citizen 

D 51. Major earthquakes are the most devastating events that will cause an incalculable loss of property. 
(A) immeasurable  (B) judicious  (C) remedial  (D) calamitous 

A 52. Adman Goodfellow was prudent enough to ward off an impending danger. 
(A) imminent  (B) apathetic  (C) indiscreet  (D) unavoidable 

D 53. It’s difficult to conceive why they chose purple wallpaper with pink polka dots. 
(A) receive  (B) design  (C) comply  (D) imagine 

D 54. The conjecture was that the airplane had crashed because of ice on the wings. 
(A) truth  (B) evidence  (C) allusion  (D) guess 

D 55. Unwilling to relinquish the Louisiana Territory, President Jefferson determined that the purchase 
would be considered legal if the lands were transferred by treaty. 

(A) purchase  (B) fight for  (C) mandate  (D) give back 
B 56. She looked at the books jammed haphazardly in the shelves. 

(A) cryptically  (B) randomly  (C) leisurely  (D) subsequently 
B 57. A new report says hundreds of thousands of toddlers from low-income families are on waiting lists 

to get into state-funded preschools. A group of law-enforcement officials is fighting to ease the 
backup, saying that ______ to preschool pays off in lower crime rates years down the road. 

(A) adverse  (B) access  (C) acceleration  (D) acceptance 
A 58. Psychologists have always stressed that learning is best ______ by capturing the learner’s interest 

in the subject matter. 
(A) fostered  (B) frosted  (C) desensitized  (D) annexed 

A 59. Civil rights lawyers worry that high school students pulled out of class and forced to take a 
breath-alcohol test could be unfairly ______ for goofy or strange behavior. 

(A) stigrantized  (B) stimulated  (C) acquired  (D) attained 
C 60. These paper plates are ______ after use. 

(A) disputable  (B) respectable  (C) disposable  (D) responsible 
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D 61. Last Friday, Harvard University President Lawrence Summers suggested that ______ differences 
between men and women might be one reason there are fewer women in the fields of science and 
engineering. 

(A) incarnate  (B) inadvertent  (C) innocuous  (D) innate 
C 62. Many American parents believe that their children, mostly in elite schools, are being pushed too 

hard in a hypercompetitive atmosphere. But other parents complain of a ______ in programs for 
gifted children. 

(A) disclosure  (B) demoralizing  (C) decline  (D) decree 
A 63.      , most people and opticists believe firmly, glasses can correct most sight defects in healthy 

eyes. 
(A) When well fitted  (B) Well fitted when  (C) Well fitted if   
(D) If well fitted when  (E) If when well fitted 

A 64. It is believed that Jim Thorpe, Pennsylvania, a town in the eastern part of the state, was named 
       one of the greatest American athletes. 
(A) in honor of  (B) the honors  (C) for honored  (D) to honoring  (E) the honored 

C 65. Historical record says ______ took office as the first Superintendent of Public Instruction for the 
territory of New Mexico. 

(A) J. Francisco Chaves, who  (B) If J. Francisco Chaves  (C) J. Francisco Chaves   
(D) In that J. Francisco Chaves  (E) who J. Francisco Chaves is to 

C 66. What a pity! We will have a whole month of incessant rain that our bike tour around Taiwan can 
not but be postponed. 

(A) capricious  (B) impeccable  (C) unceasing  (D) prolific  (E) demure 
C 67. Even when his reputation was in wane, almost everyone was willing to admit that he had genius. 

(A) ascendancy  (B) retaliation  (C) eclipse  (D) differentiation  (E) rebuttal 
C 68. On the ground, liquid hydrogen must be stored in large stainless-steel tanks with double walls filled 

with severance and evacuated to a high vacuum. 
(A) stones  (B) air  (C) insulation  (D) aluminum  (E) water 

B 69. In this controversy they dissent from the majority opinion. 
(A) dissuade from  (B) disagree with  (C) agree with   
(D) associate with  (E) be in a firm belief that 

A 70. Sally tries to emulate her elder sister in everything, esp. in the aspect of costume. 
(A) imitate  (B) surpass  (C) mock  (D) scold  (E) elate 

D 71. The factory workers made inordinate demands and the manager rejected determinedly. 
(A) scarce  (B) reasonable  (C) crazy  (D) excessive  (E) peremptory 

A 72. The meat looked red and succulent when it was taken from the oven. 
(A) juicy  (B) neat  (C) sticky  (D) dehydrated  (E) odious 

C 73. A turbulent storm was a major factor in the defeat of the Spanish Armada. 
(A) mysterious  (B) pathetic  (C) violent  (D) noxious  (E) sagacious 

D 74. How many of the books published each year in the United States make a(n)       contribution 
toward improving men’s relationships with each other? 

(A) important  (B) standardized  (C) referential  (D) squalid  (E) significant 
B 75. The new machine failed to       the garbage; as a result, the kitchen was filled to bursting with 

smelly leftovers. 
(A) expand (B) compact  (C) produce  (D) criticize  (E) procrastinate 

B 76. Jack gave away his      building materials. 
(A) grizzly  (B) excess  (C) infinite  (D) deficient  (E) exploitative 

C 77. Numerous       exist between Ernest Hemingway’s life and the lives of his characters. 
(A) studies  (B) problems  (C) parallels  (D) biases  (E) corolla 

C 78. Each member of the committee helped to       the information contained in the report. 
(A) surmount  (B) consign  (C) compile  (D) embarrass  (E) smear 

C 79. His qualifications       the job requirements. 
(A) immortalize  (B) ascend  (C) surpass  (D) impact  (E) generalize 
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A 80. Random batting pedestrians and drivers of the hoodlums while motorcycle racing on the road really 
       the police and the populace; the head of the police office here vowed to crack it down at all. 
(A) irked  (B) scorned  (C) guaranteed  (D) grumbled  (E) guerrilla 

A 81. If a person, company, or country       on something that they have legally agreed to do, such as 
paying some money or doing a piece of work before a particular time, they fail to do it. 

(A) defaults  (B) defeats  (C) deducts  (D) deemed  (E) defamed 
A 82. Sweat       down Hart’s face after he took a short jogging. 

(A) dribbled  (B) drifted  (C) echoed  (D) depleted  (E) depicted 
A 83. Diogenes was considered a(n)       philosopher of ancient Greece—he lived in a large bucket. 

(A) eccentric  (B) ecological  (C) economical  (D) fidget  (E) fiend 
A 84. A       in an organization or society is a level or rank in it. 

(A) echelon  (B) eddy  (C) elaborate  (D) ejection  (E) emphasis 
A 85. When the Wangs got the first prize of the Power Lottery, they could not avoid being       to the 

heaven. 
(A) ecstatic  (B) obsessed  (C) engraved  (D) enforced  (E) emulsified 

D 86. Activists tried their best to       the student movement. 
(A) infiltrated  (B) infertile  (C) infest  (D) vexed  (E) infiltrate 

D 87. The candidate has got the       of getting people to listen. 
(A) kiwi  (B) kiosk  (C) kitsch  (D) knead  (E) knack 

B 88. Our task is to decide what equipment can be salvaged. 
(A) bartered (B) retrieved (C) hoarded (D) partitioned 

A 89. The manager felt no exasperation at his secretary's inadequate handling of her job. 
(A) indignation (B) anguish (C) ambiguity (D) euphony 

C 90. The machine is made to facilitate the handling of bulk mail. 
(A) consolidate (B) disable (C) ease  (D) tighten 

A 91. Throughout history and across cultures, few impulses have been as persistent as the drive toward 
self-annihilation. 

(A) self-destruction (B) self-preservation (C) self-expression  (D) self-examination 
C 92. Many species of fish have developed the ability to congregate in schools. 

(A) scurry (B) contemplate (C) gather (D) penetrate 
B 93. Was the government right to condemn the latest wave of protests and demonstrations? 

(A) acclaim (B) denounce (C) accommodate (D) detain 
A 94.The Koran quotes the Torah, the Jewish scriptures, which permits people to retaliate. 

(A) revenge (B) tolerate (C) comfort (D) relieve                     
B 95. The teacher manifested his disgust with a frown. 

(A) manipulated (B) exhibited (C) obscured (D) disguised 
D 96.The company is willing to confront the sensitive issue of potential health hazards caused by their 

products. 
(A) attitudes (B) metaphors (C) pathologies (D) risks 

A 97. Though witnessing media violence is not as detrimental as seeing it for real, the former can result in 
a child being unable to distinguish between fantasy and reality. 

(A) damaging (B) discouraging (C) frightening (D) dazzling 
D 98. Rocking chairs and hammocks offer time out from a hectic life by slowing a rapid pace. 

(A) alleviating (B) solemn (C) conspicuous (D) tumultuous 
A 99. With blossoms retaining their freshness for some time, amaranths have ____ of immortality. 

(A) long been symbols (B) been long symbols  (C) symbols been long (D) long symbols been  
A 100. Nearly 3,000 alkaloids have been recorded, ____ are of plant origin. 

(A) most of which (B) in which (C) which most (D) all 
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